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hanks to everyone who sent congratulations on the “Permanent”
NM District Director announcement. It seemed that things were
dragging on a bit long in the search, and we were getting a bit
comfortable in the position so we accepted the position. We wanted
you to all know that there was stability in the district and you weren’t
waiting for someone new, and more changes.

Lisa and I, and a whole bunch of folks from NM attended the AZ District Rally in Lake
Havasu at the end of last month where we received the travelling Region Jenga
plaque that we won at the Region Rally. We all had a great time and NM cleaned up
on awards from the Light and Bike shows, so congrats to the winners.
Speaking of Winners, here is your Winning District Team. We are very proud of this
Team that dedicate time to help all of us in the District. In addition to the folks we
announced last month with some changes and additions. (Some new positions are
paperwork pending.)
Gary Smith and Patricia Warwick Assistant District Directors and Couple of the Year
David West
Assistant District Director
Margie Green
Treasurer
Chris Boyle
Educator
Gail Reynolds
Medic First Aid Coordinator
Walter Clement
Motorist Awareness and Trainer
Bill and Becky Brown
M.E. C’s and Photographers
Judy Metts
Newsletter Editor
Priscilla and George McCarty
Goodie Store
Tom Evans
Webmaster
On behalf of the District and all the member, we thank Mark and Dorothy Rowe for
their dedication to Motorist Awareness, who have had to step down. They certainly
made great strides in the District, and in recent conversations with Cliff Simpson,
Region Motorist Awareness Coordinator, were praised greatly for their excellence.

(continued from previous page)

Also thanks to John & Judy Metts for their support of
the District Goodie Store. Since taking on District
Newsletter Editor, plus all their support to the chapter,
the Goodie Store seemed a bit much. So, we thought
of Priscilla and George as our Goodie Store
Managers, and asked them for their support, and they
agreed, to round out the team.
SAVE THE DATES: Our 2017 Rally will be Sep 28
(vendor set up and early arrivals) and the heart of the
rally on Sep 29 and 30 in Ruidoso at the Ruidoso
Convention Center, and our host hotel is the very
beautiful MGM Elegante Lodge and Resort, also
known as the Lodge at Sierra Vista, right next door.
We think this will really be a “Rally to Remember.”
We have the big chunks in place, and now need to
work on the details to bring you the best possible Rally.
Please watch for more info which we will make
available as soon as possible.

Medic First Aid Suspended: We recently discovered
some legal requirements in NM (and other states)
regarding AED Training, and brought to the attention
of International Leadership. To summarize, every
aspect of AED training must be under the supervision
of a licensed NM Physician. Until this is sorted out,
and we have a path forward, I have asked that all
Medic First Aid be suspended, and have support from
Region and International. I don’t necessarily agree
with this law, but we must comply. We hope for a quick
resolution. If you have questions, please contact me.
For further info, you can reference:
https://www.aedbrands.com/resourcecenter/choose/aed-state-laws/new-mexico/
or
http://164.64.110.239/nmac/parts/title07/07.027.0008.
htm
It is our honor to serve you, our friends, in the District.
Please know that we will do our best as your Directors.
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ow many times have you spotted a pothole in the road
and run right over it? How about ruts or debris in the
road? See it, but still hit it – frustrating. Every time I run
over a pothole I say to myself, dummy, you saw it and still hit it
almost square on. Seeing these obstacles does not necessarily
mean you will avoid them.
So, what’s going on here? Why do we seem to drive into the
obstacles that we want to avoid or, in a curve, drive ourselves
off the road? Many accidents can be attributed to the tendency
we have to stare at an object which results in driving to the
object. The object can be a pothole, road debris, or the shoulder
of a curve. This tendency to drive to these objects is called
target fixation and the definition is as follows:
Target fixation is an attentional phenomenon observed in
humans in which an individual becomes so focused on an
observed object (be it a target or hazard) that they inadvertently
increase their risk of colliding with the object. In such cases, the
observer may fixate so intently on the target that they steer in
the direction of their gaze, which is often the ultimate cause of a
collision. The term target fixation was used in World War II
fighter-bomber pilot training to describe pilots flying into targets
during a strafing or bombing run. [1]
Most of us in the GWRRA community have either heard of or
been trained on the concept of looking through corners and
turning our heads in slow speed maneuvers. We want to look at
a point where we want the motorcycle to go rather than where it
is going. We do this to avoid target fixation. The Advanced Rider
Course and Trike Rider Course presented by GWRRA
instructors are excellent courses that teach and practice this
concept.
What can we do to avoid target fixation? Below are some
practical ways to avoid target fixation and it’s recommended that
we consciously practice these strategies:

1. Look with your head, not just your eyes and look where
you want to go, not where you are going
If you’re merely looking with your eyes and not moving your
head, it’s possible you’re just going with the flow and not actively
thinking about riding. By keeping your eyes looking as forward
as possible and moving your head in the direction you want to
look, you’re concentrating more and are therefore more actively
engaged in your ride. Frequent mirror checks will keep your
eyes and head moving.
2. Actively scan
By actively scanning with your eyes, you minimize the amount
of time you look at one particular object. Never let your eyes lock
on something too long – that helps prevent you from focusing
on an object in an emergency. Another way to put it is to look in
the general direction of where you’re travelling, not a specific
point. In the case of the pothole, you can refocus your eyes to a
harmless spot nearby and drive to that point.
3. Talk to yourself
Talking to yourself is actually a fantastic way to not only prevent
target fixation, but to break out of it should it happen. By talking
to yourself, you’re actively reminding yourself what you should
be doing. Begin by saying something like “Look” as in look
where you want to go when you’re in a corner, or “Push” as in
counter steering the bars of the bike. Eventually, you won’t need
to do this all the time but you’ll have it in your mind so that if you
do find yourself target fixating on something, use that key word
– shout it to yourself and you’ll hopefully break the spell your
mind has on you.
4. Look through the corner
So often, we look just in front of our bikes and not through the
corners. You’ll see hazards doing this but it’s generally too late
to do anything about it. By looking ahead and through corners
(and straights for that matter), you give yourself time to not only
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avoid hazards, but set up correct riding lines too. Look where
you want to go, not at what you want to avoid and continue
scanning. The point is don’t stare at an object, be it a rock or the
road shoulder.
5. Relax
When you tense up, you tend to make errors. Your body tightens
up both physically and mentally and you greatly increase the
chances of doing the wrong thing. Of course, learning to relax
isn’t always easy. Talking to yourself and telling yourself to
“Relax” can actually work. It reminds you that your bike is far
more capable than you give it credit for and it will make the turn
if you ask it to. Most of us recognize that the capabilities of our
motorcycle probably exceeds most riders level of courage and
that’s good.[2]

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=w
eb&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiobWU8a3QAhXH64MKHSNlCXYQtwIIKjAD&url=https%3A%2
F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DewDS5ROrLcE&
usg=AFQjCNFcT9ZBq5Fl0VTmsXSRVmsHNx558Q&sig2=IRnl
phfVwwAaIsmeMrsumw
Be aware of this potentially dangerous phenomenon as you
navigate around or perhaps over that next pothole and practice
the above strategies to overcome target fixation.
Don’t Get Fixated - Turn Your Attention to Accident
Prevention

If you are interested in seeing real life scenarios of motorcycle
target fixation, click on the below link and view a 3-minute video
which shows several excellent examples. Also, last month’s
Rider Education article, “Unsecured Loads”, has an excellent
video link illustrating this concept.
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APPY THANKSGIVING! We want
to congratulate Tom and Lisa
Evans on becoming our District
Directors. We are so happy they decided to accept this
position. They have asked us to also stay on as the
District MEC’s. We accepted the position and we are
happy to serve.
I love this time of year. The weather is getting colder and
the holidays bring everyone closer together. We get to
visit with my brother and his family from Washington. We
haven’t seen them in almost 5 years. Looking forward to
spending time with them and doing a lot of overeating!!

It’s also that time of year when each chapter needs to think
about a Couple of the Year and Individual of the Year. This
is an absolute honor and a great way to show your
members how special they are and how much you
appreciate them. We are here to help you out with all your
questions and needs. Just give us a call.
Until then,
Keep the rubber to the ground.
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he following article was written for
the Roswell Daily Record by the
Dean of Academics at NNMI, where
I am on staff. (Used with Permission)
THANKSGIVING, VETERAN’S DAY,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, AND THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF
2016

B/General Douglas J. Murray,
USAF Retired Chief Academic Officer/Dean of Academics
New Mexico Military Institute No doubt you have had a
discussion with a friend or colleague more than once in the past
few weeks about the results of the 2016 Presidential election. In
fact, a friend told me that this Thanksgiving, he would be most
thankful for it being over. No, no, this is not another article
analyzing that election nor even about events in the Plymouth
Colony in the fall of 1621. Last year at this time in this paper, I
did share with you what I termed the three Thanksgivings - the
historical or first Thanksgiving, the commercial or shop till you
drop spree, and the meaningful one about a time for family and
friends, to give thanks for their blessings and each other.
However, this essay is more about 1863 than 1621, focusing on
the reason President Lincoln proclaimed the national day of
Thanksgiving, an explanation that has a relevant message for
all of us today. Historians will most likely conclude that 2016 has
been a year marked by a great divisiveness in our nation and
well-meaning folks on both sides of the divide have proselytized
fear within our society particularly among our children. In 1863,
there was also great divisiveness and fear in this nation as
America literally went to war with itself. Understanding this,
some historians tell us that President Lincoln made use of the
story of the first Thanksgiving (in which the Pilgrims and Indians
celebrated a meal together) to help heal the divisiveness and
fear generated by the civil war. Through his proclamation he
hoped to promote his message to bring the country together
once again. Perhaps it is time in 2016 for a similar Presidential
proclamation. Each year the month of November begins with the
celebration of Veteran’s Day and ends with the Thanksgiving
holiday. Is this mere coincidence? I think not. Is there a message
to be found here also? I think so, and the message is the same
as the one of 1863. I was reminded of this after participating in
the 10th Annual Salute to Veterans Program of the United
Methodist Church here in Roswell. The theme this year was
“United We Stand.” I am also reminded of Benjamin Franklin’s
response to the lady who asked him after the Constitutional

Convention of 1787 whether we have a monarchy or a republic.
His answer was, “a republic if you can keep it.” He earlier had
stated to the delegates during the debate over Independence,
“Surely if we do not hang together we shall hang separately.” 2
The fact is that we have kept the republic, and did so again in
2016 which marks the 40th anniversary of our Bicentennial
Celebration of 1976. The two holidays in November, one at the
beginning and the other at the end bring people together which
hopefully can be seen as a reminder that we are a nation built
upon the unity that the founding fathers saw as critical to their
desire for independence. Certainly during this year heralded by
some as one of the most divisive in our history, we must also
remember some events and anniversaries that tell a different
story. Whether it was the victories of our athletes at the
Olympics, or the dedication of the African American Museum in
September, or the 30th anniversary of the Shuttle Challenger
disaster, the message was the same. Our athletes in Brazil
personified the commitment, hard work and sacrifice that define
America and in joining with the world’s youth that what endures
is not the competition of rivals, but the spirit of cooperation that
can be accomplished by coming together for a common
purpose. And at the dedication of the history museum, President
Obama reminded us how America can “rescue triumph from
tragedy and remake ourselves in accordance with the highest
ideals.” The loss of the Challenger literally united us
instantaneously as we watched the shuttle come apart before
our eyes, just 73 seconds after takeoff. We came together in
what was then the worse disaster in the space program.
Perhaps most affected were the millions of children who
watched in fear and tears in their classrooms anticipating the
first lesson from space from Christa McAuliffe, the New
Hampshire high school teacher who was the first educator on a
shuttle flight. Yet where there is fear, there is hope perhaps born
from that fear. On the occasion of the anniversary, Mrs. June
Scobee Rodgers, the wife of Francis (Dick) Scobee who was the
Shuttle Commander commented that out of this disaster, the
families came together united in the task to promote education
in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math). They
founded Challenger Centers throughout America. An important
component of this message of the need to come together is
education, for there is no better way to address divisiveness and
fear arising from it than through education. President
Eisenhower understood well this message when as the
President of Columbia University in April 1950, he wrote, “Any
man who underestimates the importance of the American
teacher in world affairs is misleading himself. Under our system,
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high governmental policy expresses the considered will of the
people and the will of the people, in this last analysis, is
compounded out of the convictions, the idealisms, the purposes
fostered in the classrooms of the nation’s schools.” 3 Speaking
of space, there is one other anniversary that we noted in 2016
that echoes this common message. On the night of September
8, 1966, Star Trek premiered on national television. Reflecting
back on the series, fifty years later, the actor George Takei, who
played Mr. Sulu, commented in an article in USA Today
(September 8, 2016 p11b) that Starship Enterprise was a
metaphor for starship Earth “and the strength of the starship lay
in its diversity, coming together and working in concert.” That
was a recurring theme throughout the entire TV series. Whether
it is Abraham Lincoln speaking in the 19th century, Dwight
Eisenhower in the 20th century or Barack Obama in the 21st
century, when Americans come together, as Ronald Regan put
it in his last public letter to the nation, “for America there will
always be a bright dawn ahead.”

A

re you reluctant to accept a
staff position because you
aren’t sure you know what all
you will have to do? Or are you uncertain that it is a job you can
handle? Let me tell you about my experience. Danny Branch
asked me to be Special Events Coordinator for Chapter F. Well
he caught me at a weak moment and I said yes. Then I thought
about it and asked myself “what have you gotten yourself
into?” Well as nervous as I was, I did commit to the job. Now
what do I do? Well let me tell anyone who is even remotely
thinking about taking a staff position, it is not a job you do by
yourself. All the staff members help in any way they can. You
will not be in this alone. My experience as Special Events
Coordinator has been fun and I have enjoyed working on the
projects and getting to know everyone on the staff better. I
encourage anyone to help out and step up. You will be a better
member for it.

That is a message, not of fear but hope, of unity not divisiveness
and one we can be thankful for when our families gather this
Thanksgiving. Satch Carlson, editor of the Roundel magazine
put that message this way – The downside of prosperity is the
fear of poverty. The downside of success is the fear of failure.
The downside of our many blessings is the human tendency to
somehow believe we deserve them. But just as I resist living in
fear of what might come, I reject any arrogant assumption that I
deserve this wonderful life. Instead, I will merely continue to live
in constant gratitude

Happy 25th Birthday to Chapter F. On November 5th we had the
Chapter Birthday Party. As the saying goes…the best laid
plans… The birthday party has been held at Ventana Ranch
Park in the past. A great location for a party. However, the park
was being used that day for a soccer field dedication and the
weather was supposed to be rainy. On to plan B. The birthday
party was moved to the Green casa. The rainy weather held out
and it was a beautiful day for a party. Tom Cook grilled hot dogs
for all and we enjoyed birthday cake. Everyone had a good
time. Those attending were Crystal Salazar, Mike Dalby,
Debbie Gore, Steve Pazand, Deane Crawforth, Tony & Debbie
Sciortino, Barb & Dan Cok, Marta & Mike Szucs, Tom & Grace
Brewer, Trish Warwick, Fred Salinas, Mike & Sandy Fawcett,
Jack Sidler, Rusty the dog, and of course the Green’s. Thanks
to all who attended and helped celebrate our birthday.
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hen Tom asked me to be the
Editor of the Newsletter I was
honored. I must admit I had
been thinking about what my response would be if I were
asked to assume the position so I was prepared with my
reply. I publish our Chapter Newsletter, John & I head the
Chapter Educator team, we are seminar instructors, and
maintain the District Goodie Store. I asked him if he would
consider getting someone else to fill the Goodie Store
position. I knew there were a lot of people in our District
who were very capable of holding leadership positions and
for me to have two district offices just didn’t make sense.
So, it is with great pleasure that I relinquish that position to
George and Priscilla McCarty. I know they will do a good
job.
On November 12th Chapter R made a chapter visit to TXA1 to retrieve E.T. who had been visiting them since June.
Although he had a great time and won first place in a
Halloween Costume contest, he said “It’s time to go
Home!” We would have taken Wingnut home with us but
Bill and Becky had to drive their car. Bill had surgery on
his shoulder and the Dr. ordered him “NOT to
drive the Trike”. So consequently, we had
to obey the Mascot Rules and come home
without him since we weren’t all on bikes.

They had a great gathering. The Chapter was awarded a
check for $500.00 which was their share of the profit from
the Alaskan Cruise. Walter Clement was the star of the
show when Chris Boyle, District Rider Educator presented
him his Trainer Rockers, a certificate of appreciation and
recognition, and his Masters patches. He was also the
winner of the vest and the 50/50 drawing.

If you really want to get to know our members make a
Chapter visit, introduce yourselves, mingle with their
members, go on a ride with their chapter and have fun!
We want to make this newsletter great, but it can only be
great if members contribute to it so please, if you have
something that you think might be of interest to our
GWRRA family send it to me. I will put it in the newsletter
and send it to our District Directors. .If they approve your
article it will be published.

Happy Thanksgiving!
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NATIONAL:
GWRRA Directors: Ray and Sandi Garris raygarris@gmail.com
GWRRA Deputy Directors, Region F, I & J: Mike and Lynn Briggs mlbriggs@comcast.net
REGION:
GWRRA Region F Director: Andy & Sherry Smith GWRRA.RegionF@gmail.org or (757) 617-0734.
GWRRA Region F Assistant Director: position open
GWRRA Region F Assistant Director: Joyce and Rick Elmore
GWRRA Region F Assistance Director: Cathy and George Diaz
DISTRICT:
NM District Director
NM District Webmaster
Tom & Lisa Evans (726- 809- 2184) mailto:evans@att.net
NM District Assistant Director
David West (575- 626-8326) mailto:dww4664@msm.com
NM Couple of the Year & Asst. District Directors
Gary Smith and Trish Warwick mailto:triciatalkn2ya@gmail.com
NM District Membership Enhancement Coordinators
NM District Photographers
Becky & Bill Brown (575 885-3077) mailto:bill-becky@hotmail.com
NM District Rider Educator
Chris Boyle (505-350-0844) mailto:chris224068@yahoo.com
NM First Aid Medic
Gayle Reynolds
NM Motor Awareness Coordinator
NM District Leadership Trainer
Walter Clement mailto:range1274@comcast.net
NM District Treasurer
Margie Green (505 250-7411) mailto:margie.green@comcast.net
NM Goodie Store
George & Priscilla McCarty (575-885-5531) mailto:george-prissy@hotmail.com
NM District Newsletter Editor
Judy Metts (575-736-1962) mailto:jemetts@gmail.com
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C --Clovis
Monthly – 1st Saturday@ 6:30 p.m.
Red Lobster-2601 North Prince
Tom & Lorraine Weingates CD’s
(575) 762-5545
howlingwinds@suddenlink.net
https://gwrranmc.shutterfly.com/
D -- Farmington
Monthly –2nd Saturday @ 9:00 a.m.
Golden Corral – 1715 E. Main
Gary Greenfield CD
greenfieldgary3@gmail.com
https://gwrranmd.shutterfly.com/

R-- Southeastern NM
Monthly –1st Saturday @11:30
Jan, April, July, Oct. – Roswell
Los Cerritos - 2103 N. Main
Feb, May, Aug, Dec. –Carlsbad
Stevens Inn, 1829 S. Canal
Mar, Nov. – Hobbs
Ranchers Steakhouse—2202 N Turner
June, Sept.– Ruidoso
K-Bobs – 157 US Hwy 70
David West CD
(575) 626-8326
dww4664@msn.com
https://gwrranmr.shutterfly.com/

F -- Albuquerque
Monthly – 1st Saturday @ 8:30 a.m.
Golden Corral – 1701 Coors Blvd NW
Danny Branch & Crystal Salazar CD’s
(505) 480-5330
cjs129@hotmail.com
dbranch654@gmail.com
https://gwrranmf.shutterfly.com/

W -- Albuquerque
Monthly –3rd Sunday @ 8:00 AM
Golden Corral - 10415 Central Ave NE
Tom Brewer CD
Phone: (505) 604-7546
frankenankle2004@yahoo.com
http://www.gwrra-nm-w.org/

N - Rio Rancho
Monthly – 4th Saturday @ 12:00 noon
Village Pizza- 1266 Corrales Rd.
Corrales, NM.
Joe & Nancy Opuszenski CD’s
Phone: (673) 644-7539
joeopus@earthlink.net
http://gwrra-nm-n.org/index.php/homepage

TX-A1 - El Paso
Monthly – 2nd Saturday, @ 11:00AM
Rudy's BBQ - 6401 S. Desert Blvd. El Paso.
Exit 8 off I—10
Tom & Lisa Evans CD’s
Phone: (575) 652-3144
cell: (732) 809-2184
evans@att.net
https://gwrratxa1.shutterfly.com/
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2008 Honda Goldwing

+

Always Garaged
About 17,000 miles

Brian Collins

Asking $10,900.

575-513-5532

2001 1800GL1, with only 45,000 miles on it. It has been garaged and the recalls
have been done on it. It has lots of added Chrome, a short windshield with a vent, an
organizer in the trunk, a luggage bag for the trunk rack, cup holder, and a Tom Tom. It
has a CB radio, a 6-disc CD player, helmets have the headsets in them and can go with
the Goldwing if the buyer wants them, and the bike cover
$9,500.00

Kelly Harris
mailto:kellyrh7@yahoo.com
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